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Section 1. Introduction

Michael Smith, in his bookThe Moral Problem and subsequent publications, has argued

for specific views regarding the nature of moral judgment. ln particular, his arguments

concern the claim that moral judgments are descriptive in nature (i.e., that they describe

facts about ourselves or the world we live in), and the claim that moral judgments are

necessarily related to motivation (i.e., that one making a moral judgment must be

motivated, at least to some extent, to act in accordance with it).

The first part of our discussion will examine Smith's evaluation of moral

judgments and their descriptive potential. Smith has attempted to show that traditional

forms of moral descriptivism are flawed. He does this not by advocating some form of

expressivism (i.e., the claim that moral terms do not describe facts at all but serve

primarily to express our desires or emotions), but rather by arguing for a novel account of

conceptual analysis as an alternative to traditional forms of descriptivism. Smith's account

claims that conceptual analysis is best construed as the process of identifying and

summarizing, in a non-reductive way, the platitudes (i.e., descriptions of our inferential

and judgmental dispositions) relating to some concept. As such, this account is also a

form of descriptivism. Further, Smith devotes significant space to attacks aimed at

eliminating the more traditional forms of descriptivism. Section 2 of this essay will

evaluate Smith's arguments for his account of conceptual analysis and conclude that while

platitudinal analysis seems a viable contender to traditional forms of descriptivism, Smith

has not shown that a non-reductive strategy is preferable to a reductive approach. Section

3 will attempt to defend two forms of traditional descriptivism (non-naturalism and

metaphysical naturalism) from Smith's attacks.

Part two of our discussion will focus on evaluating Smith's account of the

relationship between moral judgment and motivation. In particular, we will be evaluating



Smith's attempt to argue for motivational internalism (i.e., the claim that moral

judgments are necessarily related to motivation). Section 4 of this essay will present

Smith's basic argument for motivatìonal internaìism and consider some objections. Smith

attempts to support motivational internalism by showing that its denial (i.e., motivational

externalism) commits us to false views concerning the motivations of morally virtuous

people. Since Smith's argument occurs in several different sources, and since it is not

always clear what exactly he is claiming, I will also consider two variations on the basic

argument. Each of these variations strikes me as both a fair interpretation of what Smith

might have been trying to convey, and as at least superficially plausible in its own right. I

conclude that Smith's argument for internalism succeeds, but only on one interpretation.

Part I. Moral.Iudgments and Descriptivism

Section 2.The Analysis of Ethical Concepts

Platítudinøl Anølysis

Some philosophers have suggested that there is a contradiction implicit in the nature of

philosophical analysis itself. Consider that in giving an analysis of some concept C we

seem to require new and illuminating information about C. Such information, however,

must also already be implicit in our understanding of the notion C. This condition is

important since we want to make sure we are giving an analysis of C and not some other

côncept. We also do not want to include in our analysis any new information which is not

truly part of C. It turns out, however, that any new and illuminating information about C

would violate this condition. To see this, ask yourself how new and illuminating

information about some concept (e.g., 'red', 'bachelor', or'dog') can already be contained

in your notion of that concept. ln other words, if the information is new and illuminating



it must not be apart of one's current notion of C, and if the information is part of one's

current notion of C then it cannot be new and illuminating. This is called the'paradox of

analysis'.

Smith argues that by adopting a new view of what would constitute an analysis,

we will be able to resolve the paradox.l Hir suggestion is that we adopt the view that an

analysis of some concept C is successful when it gives us a list of all and only the

platitudes concerning C. Platitudes are simply expressions of our inferential and

judgmental dispositions relating to that concept. In particular, they are the dispositions

which must be internalized in order for one to be considered to possess mastery of a

concept. Consider, for example, the following list of platitudes concerning morality:

'when A says that something is right, and B say that it is not right, then only one of them

is correct', 'acts with the same natural properties must also be alike in terms of their moral

properties', 'right acts concern human rights and welfare', and'rational argumentation can

lead to the discovery of moral facts'. A complete list of the platitudes concerning morality

need not actually list every platitude individually. A single statement which summarizes

the platitudes would serve just as well. Note also that someone who has mastery of some

concept need not be consciously aware of, or able to reproduce upon demand, the relevant

list of platitudes.

Smith's claim is that platitudinal analyses of this sort give us a means to resolve

the paradox. A platitudinal analysis shows how an analysis can be both new and

illuminating, but still be implicit in our current understanding of the concept. The idea is

that in possessing mastery of a concept we already have internalized a certain set of

platitudes. An analysis of this concept would simply make those platitudes explicit,

perhaps by listing them or perhaps by summarizing them. It is possible, therefore, for us

i Michael Smith, The Moral Problem (Oxford: Blackwell, lgg4), 29 -32, 36-39.



to gain new and illuminating information about a concept we have already mastered. We

simply make explicit the dispositions we are already acting on.

As mentioned, a platitudinal analysis of some concept involves listing,

summarizing, or encapsulating all of the platitudes relating to that concept. A successful

analysis of morality, for example, would take into account all of the inferential and

judgmental dispositions which people possess concerning the notion of morality. A

problem arises, however, when we ask what group of people are the proper object of our

study. It seems plausible that the dispositions relating to the notion of morality will differ

with respect to time and place. Further, it seems likely that many of these dispositions

will be inconsistent with one another. Consider, for example, the many and varied

dispositions concerning morality that humans have held throughout history. A platitudinal

analysis, therefore, seems to require a choice between difFering conceptions of morality in

order to maintain consistency. Moreover, such a choice seems purely arbitrary. We have

no reason to pick one set ofplatitudes over another.

Now consider the claim that morality is objective. It is often thought that there is

one true standard of morality, in reference to which, we can evaluate the behaviour of

individuals regardless of time or place. If this is so, then it looks like platitudinal analyses

are, by their very nature, inconsistent with such objectivity. That is, any platitudinal

ãuralysis of morality would, in order to avoid being inconsistent, have to choose one

conception of morality over another. This choice, however, would be purely arbitrary.

Such a choice could hardly be justified as the one true morality, since any (consistent)

conception of morality incorporating the relevant platitudes would do.

Stephen Darwall suggests that one option is to admit that while there is significant

disagreement concerning morality at the substantive level, this may not be the case with

respect to a prioriplatitudes.2 So, while it is obvious that there is disagreement about

2stephen Darwall, "Smith's Moral Problem;" The Philosophìcøl Quarterly 46 (October



substantive moral issues such as war, abortion, and euthanasia, there would seem to be

widespread agreement about a priori moral truths such as that acts which are alike with

respect to their natural features must also be alike with respect to their moral features. If it

turns out that the platitudes that we are after resemble the second (a priori) claim, then

disagreement at the substantive level need not be a threat to platitudinal analysis.

Darwall also notes, however, that a priori truths may themselves concern

substantive moral matters.3 One might, for example, want to assert that'killing is always

wrong' is an a priori truth.If so, then, given the obvious disagreement about substantive

moral issues such as killing, claiming that "genuine" platitudes are a priori will not help

to avoid the problem of reconciling such disagreement.

Another option is simply to maintain that we might get de facto agreement on the

platitudes. That is, our analysis of some concept may produce a consistent set of

platitudes which we can all agree upon. There seem to be two ways in which this might

occur. First, we might claim that the platitudes we are looking for are those which would

be revealed by our best end-of-inquiry theory of some concept. In the same way that some

want to claim that our best end-of-inquiry physical theories will reveal everything we can

know about the material world, we might claim that our best theories in normative ethics

will reveal everything we can know about the platitudes concerning morality.

Altematively, we might simply want to assert that careful reflection could bring us to a

consistent and agreeable set of platitudes in the short-term. In support of this latter view,

we might appeal to the following plausible candidates for platitudes concerning morality:

'a smaller present good is not to be preferred to a greater future good'4, 'acts which are

1996): s11.
rrbid.
4H"oty Sidgwick, The Methods of Ethics,(Indianapolis: Hackett, 1981),381.



alike with respect to their natural features must also be alike with respect to their moral

features's, 'happiness is intrinsically desirable', and'suffering is intrinsically undesirable'.

An objection that is likely to be raised against the first strategy for obtaining

agreement is that we have assumed that there will indeed be an end to inquiry. If

conceptual analysis is conceived of, not as a progression towards truth, but (say) as a

never-ending dialectical process, then we have no reason to expect a final outcome.

Consequently, we would have no reason to expect that one set of platitudes will occupy a

privileged place. Further, one might object that, even if we agree that there will be an end

to inquiry, there might not be a clear winner. That is, we might be left with several

inconsistent sets of platitudes, none of which is clearly superior to the others. This latter

claim can also be leveled against our second strategy for obtaining agreement.

We should not, however, take this latter objection as decisive. It is premature to

assume that platitudinal analyses will not produce results which \¡/e can come to agree on.

We have shown, therefore, that platitudinal analysis is a viable alternative to more

traditional forms of descriptivism. Adopting this method provides us with both a way of

resolving the paradox of analysis and hope for producing agreement concerning moral

claims. In the following section, we will discuss Smith's proposal that platitudinal

analysis is best carried out in a non-reductive manner.

Reductíve vs. Non-Reductive Pløtitudinal Analysß

Platitudinal analyses can either be reductive or non-reductive. A reductive platitudinal

analysis is one that attempts to eliminate tems that appear in the definiendum from

appearing in the definiens. So, for example, an analysis of the term'right' should not itself

5s*ith, The Moral Problem,39-41.



make reference to rightness. ln contrast, a non-reductive analysis of the term 'right'would

allow references to rightness.

Smith argues against reductive platitudinal analyses (what he calls'network

analyses') in two steps.6 He first attempts to show that reductive platitudinal analyses of

color terms fail. He then attempts to show that the situation is similar with respect to

moral terms.

Briefly, a reductive platitudinal analysis of color concepts involves writing down,

in property-style, all of the platitudes concerning color terms in one long conjunction.

Next, we remove any mention of color terms and replace them with variables. We can

then say that if there is any property referred to by our color terms, it would have just the

properties and relations which are expressed by the variables in our modified conjunction.

Consider an example. The platitudes conceming the term'red'might include the

following: 'red is the property which causes objects to look red to normal perceivers

under normal conditions'and'red is more similar to orange than to yellow'. Similarly,

platitudes concerning the term'orange'might include the following: 'orange is the

property which causes objects to look orange to normal perceivers under normal

conditions' and'orange is more similar to yellow than to green'. After stringing the

platitudes together in a conjunction and removing explicit references to color terms, we

are left with the following schema.

The property of being a color is...

(the property of being red is) ...the x such that objects have x iffthey look x to

normal perceivers under normal conditions, and x is

more similar to y thanz, and...

6rbid., 48-54.



(the property of being orange is) ...the y such that objects have y iffthey look y to

normal perceivers under normal conditions, and y is

more similat to z than u, and...

The problem which Smith notes concerning this sort of analysis is that it no longer

seems to allow us to distinguish between individual colors. Note that the first two

platitudes listed were supposed to pick out the property referred to by the term 'red', and

the last two platitudes listed were supposed to pick out the property identified by the term

'orange'. The problem, however, is that both sets of platitudes pick out the same set of

relations. Any property that we identified which would satisff one set of platitudes would

satisfy them both. We would lose all distinction between color terms. Since we obviously

want to maintain these distinctions, Smith concludes that reductive platitudinal analyses

of color terms are unsatisfactory.

The next step in Smith's argument involves showing that the sort of considerations

which prevent reductive platitudinal analyses of color terms also prevent reductive

platitudinal analyses of moral terms. Smith notes that color terms are defined by giving

paradigm cases. That is, we define'red'by directing one's attention to red colored objects.

ln this way v/e connect the term with an object or objects in the world. Such a process,

however, has the drawback that it does not provide much in the way of relational

information. That is, while terms like'bachelor' are defined partially by their relationship

to the terms'unmarried'and'male', color terms are defined in a manner which makes less

of these connections. It is true that color terms are often defined with respect to other

color terms (e.g., 'red is closer to orange than yellow'), but this is part of the problem.

Smith suggests that color terms are not susceptible to reductive platitudinal analyses

simply because they possess very little relational information which connects these terms

to terms outside of the closely interrelated group of color words. ln the absence of such

relational information, reductive platitudinal analyses leave us unable to distinguish



between color terms. Now note that moral terms are also primarily defined by giving

paradigms. Good behaviour, good literature, and good logic, for instance, are typically

dehned by producing examples. ln addition, moral terms are closely interdefined. Smith

concludes, therefore, that we have reason to believe that reductive platitudinal analyses of

moral terms will fail for precisely the same reason that reductive platitudinal analyses of

color terms fail. That is, Smith is suggesting that reductive analyses of moral terms will

leave us without enough relational information to distinguish between'right'and'wrong'.

Consider the first part of Smith's argument. The platitudes noted above (e.g., 'red

is the property which causes objects to look red to normal perceivers under normal

conditions' and 'orange is more similar to yellow than to green') are not the only ones

which Smith recognizes concerning color terms. He also admits platitudes such as 'red is

the color of blood', 'orange is the colour of ripe oranges', and 'blue is the color of the sky

on a clear sunny day'. Now it seems that we might be able to use these sorts of platitudes

to get around the uniqueness problem Smith has identified. The property of being red, for

instance, will be uniquely distinguishable from other colors since it will be the only

property which includes the platitude'the x such that x is the color of blood'. Likewise,

the property of being orange will be the only property which includes the platitude 'the y

such that y is the color of ripe oranges'.

Smith rejects this move, however, for the following reason. He claims that this

latter group are not "platitudes in the relevant sense".7 That is, platitudes such as 'red is

the color of blood' and the like are not conceptual (i.e., not a priorl) truths. So, these

platitudes are "therefore not truths whose internalization is in any way constitutive of

mastery of the color terms".8

7r¡i¿.. sl.
8nt¿..



Smith's assertion that since these platitudes are not a priori they are not

constitutive of mastery, however, seems mistaken. It seems, in fact, highly plausible that

such a posteriori platitudes do play an important part of coming to master color

vocabulary. If one were to deny that the color of a patch of blood was red or that a lemon

was yellow, we would most likely think that she did not possess mastery of the concepts

'ted'and'yellow'. Such a mistake seems to concem a misunderstanding of the concepts

involved, as opposed to being some sort of empirical error. Consider also, as Smith

himself notes, that we are often taught the meaning of color terms by coming to treat

statements such as 'red is the color of blood'as platitudinous.

Further, there does appear to be a number of platitudes which could serve equally

well to distinguish moral concepts. The platitudes 'if someone judges x to be right, then

she is disposed to do or promote x'and'right acts promote human well-being', for

instance, can plausibly be used to uniquely determine the notion of 'morally right'. By

contrast, the platitudes 'if someone judges x to be \^/rong, then she is disposed not to do

or promote x'and'wrong acts often hinder or diminish human well-being'can plausibly

be used to uniquely determine the notion of 'morally wrong'.

Even if we were inclined to admit that a posteriori platitudes are inappropriate for

resolving the uniqueness problem, however, Duncan McFarland and Alexander Miller

suggest another way to resolve the issue.9 If we could ftnd, a priorl platitudes which

referred to color terms in such a way that they could be uniquely identified as distinct

from other color terms, non-reductive platitudinal analyses would again be immune to

Smith's objection. Consider, for example, the following a priori platitude about gold (i.e.,

the substance): x is gold iff x is composed of whatever substance is dominantly causally

9Dun"* McFarland and Alexander Miller, "Response-Dependence Without Reduction?"
AustralasianJout nal of Philosopky 76 (Septernber 1998): 416418.
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responsible for perceptions of co-instantiations of yellowness, malleability, and

lustrousness. 
'We 

can add this platitude to our reductive analysis of color as follows:

(the property of being yellow is) ...the z such that objects have z iff they look z to

normal perceivers under normal conditions, and z is

more similar to u than v, and w is gold iff w is

composed of whatever substance is dominantly

causally responsible for perceptions of

co-instantiations of z, malleability, and lustrousness.

We have, therefore, away to uniquely identifr the property of being yellow since analyses

of the properry of being red or orange (etc.) cannot legitimately include this particular

platitude.

McFarland and Miller also suggest a second way in which reductive platitudinal

analyses may avoid the uniqueness problem.l0 First, note that there are platitudes which

suggest that some colors seem composite. That is, there are platitudes of the following

form: 'orange is both reddish and yellowish', and'purple is both reddish and bluish'. In

contrast there are platitudes which suggest that some colors seem pure. [n other words,

colors such as red, blue, yellow, and green lack platitudes about their composite nature.

Note that the claim here is not that these colors are truly pure or composite but rather that

they seem so, and that this information is captured in our platitudes about these colors. It

appears, therefore, that we could at least distinguish between the impure and pure hues

when the color terms are removed from these platitudes. Next, experimental evidence

suggests that the platitudes concerning pure hues are related to each other in a way such

that these relations can be distinguished. For example, blue and green are affanged much

ll

1olbid., 4rg-42r.



closer together on a color wheel than any other two pure hues, yellow is about halfivay

between red and green, and red and blue are the farthest away from each other. It seems,

therefore, that since we can distinguish the pure hues in this way, we can also distinguish

the composite hues simply by their relations to the pure hues and each other.

There is a problem with this suggestion, however, in that it seems that the best we

could do is produce a rank ordering of impure hues. That is, we could identify the color x

as being closer to red than color y, but this does not tell us what the colors x and y really

are. As long as x is closer to red than y, x and y might lie at any point at all on the color

wheel. So, for example, we might know that x is closer to red than y, yet not be able to

distinguish whether x and y refer to (say) red and pink or orange and green. Note that

even when we can distinguish x and y as lying between two pure hues, we still do not

know where along that spectrum of the wheel they are specifically located.

Now consider another argument, this time due to Stephen Darwall, which can be

leveled against reductive platitudinal analyses.l 1 th" claim here is that one could possess

mastery of a color term such as 'red'by knowing the claim that'redness is surface

reflectance property x', without knowing what redness is since one lacks visual

experience of redness. The idea is that there is some information, essential to having

mastery of the concept'red', which is present only in visual experience and can not be

captured in a reductive analysis of the concept.

There are two ways to respond to this objection. First, one may simply deny that

having visual experience of redness is required for having mastery of the concept'red'. It

seems plausible to those who hold this view that a blind person could come to use the

term'red'in a manner similar to a sighted person (e.g., to pick out objects) without

actually possessing the visual experience of redness. Nothing more would be required to

possess mastery of the term'red'. Another option is to admit that visual experience is

1lDarwa[, "Smith's Moral Problem," 511.
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necessary for mastery of color concepts, but to claim that reductive platitudinal analyses

are not the only form of analysis which falls prey to the objection. lndeed, it seems that

all forms of analysis, including non-reductive platitudinal analyses, would fail to capture

the unique visual experience that is redness. This is just to say that we could never fully

express the experience of seeing red (or, perhaps, any experience) in mere words.

Furthermore, this objection seems less plausible when it is phrased with respect to

moral terms. If we interpret the objection strictly then it looks like its proponents are

committed to the existence of some sort of perceptual faculty, analogous to sight, through

which we perceive moral facts. For the most part, however, moral facts are generally

claimed to be known by reflection or experience and not by direct perception. Although

there is one view which seems to hold that moral facts are perceived in a way similar to

other forms of perception (i.e., causally), an advocate of this position could simply repeat

the responses we have suggested above. On the one hand, she could claim that having

moral experience of goodness is not required for having mastery of the concept'good'. On

the other hand, she could admit that moral experience is necessary for mastery of moral

concepts, but allow that no form of analysis, reductive or otherwise, can adequately

capture moral experience. If we interpret the objection more loosely, then the claim seems

to be simply that there is an element to moral experience which escapes reductive

platitudinal analyses. What this element could be, and why non-reductive platitudinal

analyses of moral terms do not fall prey to the same objection, however, is not clear.

We have shown, therefore, that reductive platitudinal analysis is not flawed. The

reductive strategy remains a feasible alternative to non-reductive strategies. In the next

section, I will attempt to defend two forms of traditional descriptivism (non-naturalism

and metaphysical naturalism) against Smith's attacks.

Section 3. A Defense of Traditional Descriptivism

t3



Non-Naturalßm

Descriptivism in ethics is the view that moral judgments describe facts about the world.

These facts could be about our mental states, social norrns, or the nature of the world

itself independent of human beings. Non-naturalism is a form of descriptivism which

holds that the facts which moral judgments describe are non-natural. Non-natural facts are

most easily defined by contrasting them with natural facts. Natural facts are those states

of affairs which could be profitably studied by the sciences. Non-natural facts, in contrast,

are those states of affairs which are beyond the ability of science to explicate. The human

soul, for example, might be thought of as a non-natural entity to the extent that it is, in

principle, beyond the ability of science to investigate.

Obviously, non-naturalists still need to say how it is we come to know non-natural

facts. One view is that we have some perceptual capacity, akin to our other senses, which

allows us to perceive non-natural facts. In this case, we simply perceive moral status (i.e.,

rightness or wrongness) directly. Note that this view seems to require some sort of, albeit

mysterious, causal relation between the object being perceived and our awareness of the

non-natural fact.

Smith begins his argument against non-naturalism by noting that it is widely

accepted that moral properties supervene on natural properties.12 In other words, given

two situations which are exactly alike in terms of their natural features, it seems

impossible for the two situations to differ with respect to their moral features. Note,

however, that this supervenience relation is known a prÌori.It is not necessary for us to

have causal contact with both cases; mere reflection allows us to know that a duplicate

situation will possess the same moral status as the first. This poses a problem for the

12srnith, The Moral Problem, 2l-25.
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non-naturalist, however. If moral properties are known via some sort of causal perceplion,

then how is it that we can know the moral status of objects we have never perceived?

To reinforce this point, let us consider an example. Suppose that while walking in

the park we witness a mugging. On the non-naturalist view, as a result of witnessing this

act we also perceive directly that it is wrong. Now suppose that, later that evening, we get

into a conversation about the incident and I ask you to imagine a fictional mugging

scenario which has not actually happened. It seems that in considering the fictional

mugging we can plausibly claim to know that it would also be wrong. We might even

plausibly claim to know that it is right depending on the circumstances we imagine. The

non-naturalist, however, cannot make such a claim. In the absence of direct percepfual

experience of the incident, and the non-natural facts which accompany it, it seems that the

non-naturalist is committed to saying nothing. That is, the best the non-naturalist can do

in such a case is admit that they do not yet know whether the mugging is right or wrong.

It seems doubtful, however, to say that we cannot know that adequately described

muggings and murders are morally wrong without actually witnessing them.

Smith notes that one response that the non-naturalist might make is to claim that

we inductively generalize ftompast cases to future orr.r.13 That is, after perceiving an

instance of mugging which is morally wrong, we conclude that other relevantly similar

instances of mugging will probably also be wrong.

Smith claims that the problem with this move, however, is that it now looks like

the supervenience thesis is known only a posteriori.l4 That is, we know that moral facts

supervene on natural facts only because, in past cases, acts which have possessed the

same natural features have also possessed the same moral features. This move does not,

l3rui¿.. zg.
l4rui¿.'
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therefore, account for the supervenience of the moral on the natural in a way that would

explain its a priori nature.

The non-naturalist might also respond to Smith's argument by claiming that when

we perceive the non-natural facts which dictate moral status, what we are perceiving is

not a relation between some particular act and its moral status but something more

general. That is, what we are really perceiving is something of the form'mugging is bad'

or 'harming people is bad'. In this case, the content of the non-natural fact is general in

form, not particular. This, then, would explain why we claim to know that certain

unperceived acts are wrong (or right); we simply perceive that all acts of a certain kind

are wrong (or right). For example, the non-naturalist can account for the factthat there are

certain violent acts which I have never seen, yet wish to proclaim wrong, by asserting that

I have seen acts ofviolence before and so have perceived a (non-natural) fact along the

lines of 'hurting sentient beings needlessly is morally wrong'. If so, then I can know prior

to direct perception that other acts which hurt sentient beings needlessly are also wrong.

Note also that there is an alternative non-naturalist view which holds that we

come to know non-natural moral truths simply by intuition or reflection.15 On this view,

we know, for instance, that promoting suffering is morally wrong just by reflection on the

nature of suffering. There is no need, therefore, to tell some sort of causal perceptual story

whereby we have access to such truths. Further, since these truths are known a priori,fhis

form of non-naturalism can also account for the a priori supervenience of the moral on

the natural.

We have shown, therefore, that non-naturalism can be successfully defended

against Smith's attack. Now let us consider whether the same can be said for

metaphysical naturalism.

1 ssidgwick, Methods, 37 3 -3g0.
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Metøphysical Naturalísm

Naturalism is another form of descriptivism which holds that the facts which moral

judgments describe are natural facts. Natural facts are those which could be discovered

and profitably studied by the natural or social sciences. Facts about human psychology,

society, or the natural world in which we live, for example, are all considered to be

natural.

Metaphysical naturalism is a form of naturalism which holds that moral rightness

can be shown to be equivalent to a natural properfy, without having to claim that the

notion of moral rightness is identical in meaning to the notion which identifies that

natural property. Note that two concepts may serve to pick out the same property in all

cases, yet not be equivalent in meaning. ln this way, we can identiff the two concepts

without having to claim that they are equivalent by definition.

To take this view seriously, the metaphysical naturalist would have to provide us

with some reasonable suggestion as to how we could go about identifuing the natural

property which corresponds to moral rightness. Smith suggests that one plausible way of

doing this is by trying to identifu the propefy which is causally responsible for our use of

moral terms.l6 If, for example, we were to conduct our search and find that the property

of being conducive to happiness is the property which is causally responsible for our use

of moral terms, then we could plausibly identiff moral rightness with being conducive to

happiness. Furthermore, this identification is being done in a way that does not commit us

to the view that the notions 'conducive to happiness' and 'morally right' must be

analytically equivalent.

Smith notes, however, that it seems quite possible that different cultures might

differ with respect to the properties which are causally responsible for their use of

i6s*ith, The Moral Problem,28.
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normative terms.17 One society, for example, might use moral terms to identiff that

which is conducive to happiness while another uses moral terms to identify that which is

aggressive and warlike. If this is so, then the metaphysical naturalist has given us an

account of moral judgments which is incompatible with the platitudes concerning the

objectivity of morality. In particular, this view contradicts the platitude which says that if
one person asserts that 'x is right' and another asserts that 'x is not right', then the two are

necessarily disagreeing about a matter of fact and only one of them can be correct. If

people from societies which differ with respect to the properties which cause their use of

moral terms were to meet and start making moral claims, they might not disagree in this

way. Even if they were to use the same term to express their moral approval or

disapproval of an object (e.g., the term 'right' or'good'), they might be referring to entirely

different properties of the object.

Suppose that we have two distinct societies: society A's moral terms pick out the

properfy of being conducive to happiness while society B's moral terms pick out the

property of being aggressive and warlike. Suppose also that the societies are alike in

using the same terms to express moral judgments (e.g., 'right'). Now imagine that Andrew

from society A meets Bob from society B. Andrew and Bob witnesses a mugging,

whereupon Andrew proclaims that the act is not right and Bob claims that it is right. Are

the two disagreeing? Since Andrew is really just pointing out that the mugging is not

conducive to happiness, and Bob is just pointing out that the mugging is aggressive and

warlike, they are obviously not disagreeing. They are making entirely separate claims,

both ofwhich,inthis case, might be true.

One way to avoid this objection might simply be to claim that the property which

we are looking for is that property which would be identified by our best end-of-inquiry

normative theory as constituting moral rightness. As long as the property identified turns

|7rbid.,32-35.
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out to be a natural property, the metaphysical naturalist can give an account of morality

consistent with the objectivity platitude.

As mentioned earlier, however, this sort of suggestion assumes that there will

indeed be an end to inquiry. Further, even if we admit that there will be, it is still an open

question whether or not one normative theory will end up being clearly superior to

another. Again, however, we should not simply assume, prior to experience, that this

method will not produce an alternative which is superior to all others.

Note also that Smith suggests that the metaphysical naturalist could identi$r the

property responsible for our use of moral terms by simply identifuing whatever property it

is that is causally responsible for our use of those terms. Duncan McFarland and

Alexander Miller object, however, that this suggestion is implausible.l S That is, it

appears that a causal theory of reference like the one just described is overly simplistic.

For instance, it seems obvious that not every use of the term'right' is a moral usage. There

are various contexts in which the term is used. If this is so, then we cannot make do with

simply identiffing moral rightness with the property which is causally responsible for our

use of the term'right'. There may be several such properties. A more sophisticated

suggestion is needed to account for differences in context. A plausible revision might be

as follows: moral rightness is that property which is causally responsible for the use of the

term'right'by appropriate speakers in appropriate circumstances. This suggestion would

allow us to distinguish between appropriately moral uses of the term'good'and other

USES.

McFarland and Miller continue by pointing out that the metaphysical naturalist

who subscribes to this revised view might be able to interpret 'appropriate speakers in

appropriate circumstances' in such a way as to give an account of morality which would

be consistent with the objectivity platitude. One might reasonably suggest, for example,

1 8M"F*l*d and Miller,'oResponse-Dependence Without Reduction? - 41 4-+I 6.
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that the usage of moral terms by fully rational agents (i.e., those who possess all relevant

true beliefs and no false beliefs) would be consistent with the objectivity platitude. The

cannibals who use the term 'good' to refer to those individuals who collect many scalps,

on the other hand, are using moral terms in another way. Assuming that the cannibals'

usage of moral terms is, at least in part, based on false beliefs, they would not qualifr as

"appropriate speakers in appropriate circumstances".

We have now also shown that metaphysical naturalism can be defended against

Smith's objection. Non-naturalism and metaphysical naturalism, therefore, remain viable

forms of descriptivism and contenders to Smith's view. In the next section, we will be

evaluating Smith's basic argument for motivational internalism.

Part II. Moral Judgments and Motivation

Section 4. dgainst Motivational Externalism

The Basic Argument

Motivational internalism is a position in ethics which holds that it is a conceptual truth

that if an agent judges that it is right for her to G in C then she is either motivated

accordingly or is practically irrational.19 This is a conceptual claim in that it makes an

assertion concerning what we mean when we say that 'S judges that it is right for her to G

in C'. Suppose, for example, that Sarah judges that it is right for her to give part of her

income to charity. If we were to discover that Sarah was not in fact motivated at all to

give to charity by her judgment, then we (as internalists) must withdraw our claim that

19t *itt be following Smith, throughout this section; in assuming a broadly Humean
theory of motivation. According to this view, beliefs and desires are separate entities,
both of which must be present for motivation. Cf. Smith, The Moral Probtem, g2-I29.
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she has made a genuine moral judgment. This is why Michael Smith refers to the

motivational internalist thesis by another name: "the practicality requirement on moral

judgment" .20 Thutis, it is a requirement on asserting that an agent has made a moral

judgment that she be motivated accordingly.

Note that the agent's motivation need not be the only, or even the strongest,

motivation present. lnternalism claims only that if an agent judges that it is right for her to

G in C, then she has some motivation to G in C. When Sarah judges that she ought to

contribute to charity, for example, it only follows that she will desire to contribute to

charity to some degree. It need not follow that she actually does contribute.

Motivational internalism does rccognize, however, that there may be special

circumstances under which the connection between moral judgment and motivation can

be broken. These circumstances are collected under the heading of 'practical

irrationality'. Internalism recognizes, for example, that states such as depression, illness,

and apatþ caR remove oRe's rnotivation to act as one judges to be ,lrght.zl Hence,

according to motivational intemalism, if one judges that it is right for her to G in C, then

she is either motivated to some extent to G in C or is practically irrational (i.e., in a state

of depression or the like).

Motivational externalism, on the other hand, admits the possibility that an agent

can make a genuine moral judgment without being either motivated accordingly or

practically irrational. So, according to the externalist, it is possible for Sarah not to be

motivated at all by her judgment that it is right for her to give to charity, even when she is

nor suffering from some form of practical irrationality.

Agents who can make moral judgments without being motivated accordingly are

fypically called 'amoralists'. Smith has labeled the counter-class (i.e., those agents whose

?9s-ittt, The Moral Problem,62.
Zrrbid.,izo-tzt.
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moral judgments do rcliably motivate) 'moralists'.22 Not. that both internalists and

externalists can agree to this terminology. Internalists, however, simply deny that there

are any amoralists.

Michael Smith attempts to argue for motivational internalism by showing that its

denial (i.e., motivational externalism) is inconsistent with an accepted moral truth.23

Smith's argument proceeds as follows. Consider that the externalist admits that it is a

conceptual truth that if an amoralrsr judges that it is right for her to G in C, then she may

not be motivated to G in C even if she is practically rational. Further, extemalists are also

prepared to assert that it is a conceptual truth that if a moralíst jtdges that it is right for

her to G in C, then she is either motivated to G in C or is practically irrational. As

mentioned, these claims simply constitute the meanings of the terms 'amoralist' and

'moralist' for both the externalist and internalist. Notice that the latter claim (call it 'the

claim about moralists'), however, is very similar to the motivational internalist thesis. In

fact, internalists would also accept'the claim about moralists' as true. They would do so

since 'the claim about moralists' follows directly from the truth of internalism. That is,

since it is part of the notion of a moral judgment that it motivates absent practical

irrationality, anyone making a moral judgment (call them what you will) will either be

motivated accordingly or practically irrational. Smith concludes, therefore, that the

internalist has a natural explanation for why 'the claim about moralists' is true; namely, it

follows from the truth of internalism. ln contrast, Smith suggests that the externalist can

only plausibly explain the truth of 'the claim about moralists' by appealing to a particular

view concerning the psychology of the moralist. Further, he wants to say that this view

contradicts what we typically believe conceming the psychology of moralists.

22Mi"h*ISmith, "The Argurnent for Internalism: Reply to Miller", Analysis 56.3 (Juty
1996\. 176.
23Thit version of Smith's argument draws on material from The MoraI ProbIem,TI-76,
as well as his articles "The Argument for Internalism: Reply to Miller", 175-184, and "In
Defense of The Moral Problem", Ethics 108 (October 1997): 84-119.
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Without going into the specifics of Smith's suggestion at this point, I want to raise

an objection which counts against his strategy more generally. Note that the externalist

can maintain that 'the claim about moralists' is simply true by def,rnition.24 Thutis, the

claim is true because we (the extemalist) have simply stipulated that the term 'moralist' is

to mean 'someone who is either motivated by her moral judgments or is practically

irrational'. Since the externalist need not appeal to the psychology of the moralist to

explain this truth, it appears that Smith's attempted reductio cannot even get offthe

ground.

There is, however, a way for Smith to preserve much of his argument. If he begins

by asserting, as a matter of fact, that there are people (call them 'moralists') such that

when they judge that it is right for them to G in C, then they are either motivated to G in

C or are practically irrational, then he can once again ask the externalist for an

explanation of this fact. The externalist, in turn, cannot explain away this claim simply by

appeal to conceptual truths, since the factthat we use the term 'moralist' in a particular

way does not explain why there are such people to begin with. Indeed, as Smith suggests,

the most plausibleprimafacie explanation of this substantive truth does seem to involve

a claim about the moralist's psychology.

We can now look at Smith's argument in more detail. As stated, he begins by

claiming that there are people (call them 'moralists') such that when they judge that it is

right for them to G in C, they are either motivated to G in C or are practically irrational.

Smith then claims that the externalist can explain this connection (i.e., the connection

between making a moral judgment and being motivated by it) only by attributing to the

moralist a contingent desire to do what is right. The desire to do what is right, together

with her belief that it is right for her to G in C, then produces a desire (i.e., motivation) to

24s-ith, "[n Defens e of The Moral Problem", lll-112. Smith briefly mentions this
objection but does not seern to appreoiate its signifreance.
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G in C. Assume that Sarah is a moralist. The externalist is committed to the view that

Sarah's desire to give to charity is produced by her belief that giving to charity is right

and her desire to do what is right.

Note, however, that the desire to do what is right must be contingent. That is, it

must be possible for individuals to fail to have this desire. This is important because it

allows the externalist to account for the presence of amoralists. Amoralists are such that

they lack the desire to do what is right and so may not be motivated to G in C even when

they judge that it is right for them to G in C.

Another important point to notice is that this explanation will only be plausible in

cases where there is a change infundamental moral values. A fundamental moral value

can be regarded as a moral value which is not instrumental to, or pursued for the sake of,

a further moral value. Suppose that Sarah has an existing fundamental (i.e.,

non-instrumental) concern to promote justice. Sarah then becomes convinced, however,

that it is right for her to promote the special concerns of her family and friends even at the

expense ofjustice. As a consecluence, Sarah becomes motivated to promote the special

concerns of her family and friends even at the expense ofjustice. Smith's claim is that the

externalist can explain the fact that Sarah's motivations fall in line with her moral

judgments only by appealing to the presence of a (contingent) desire to do what is right.

Since Sarah believes that it is right to promote the special concerns of her family and

friends even at the expense ofjustice, and since she desires to do what is right, she will,

therefore, desire to promote the special concerns of her family and friends even at the

expense ofjustice. Now consider the case of a change innon-fundamental values. This

time suppose that Sarah has a non-fundamental (i.e., instrumental) desire to vote

libertarian. This desire is non-fundamental because it serves to fulfill her desire to

promote justice. Now suppose that Sarah becomes convinced that it is right for her to vote

democrat. That is, she becomes convinced that voting democrat will better promote

justice. ln this case, we do not need to appeal to a desire to do what is right to explain
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why Sarah's motivations follow her judgments. Since Sarah believes that voting democrat

will promote justice, and since she desires to promote justice, she will, therefore, desire to

vote democrat. No further explanation in terms of a desire to do what is right seems

needed. This shows that if Smith's argument is to work, we must construe his second

claim as applying only to cases where there is a change infundamental moral values. In

other words, Smith's claim that the extemalist must explain the connection between

moral judgment and motivation in the moralist in terms of a desire to do what is right

seems to hold only in cases where there is a change in fundamental moral values.

Let us now return to the main line of argumentation. Since Sarah's desire to give

to charity is produced by the belief that it is right for her to do so and her desire to do

what is right, Smith concludes that Sarah's desire to give to charity is instrumental.

Specifically, the desire to give to charity serves to fulfill Sarah's desire to do what is

right. Smith now asks us to notice that morally virtuous people make up a sub-class of

moralists.2s Thut is, it seems intuitively true that moralþ virtuous people fall into the

class of individuals whose desires, absent practical inationality, conform to their moral

judgments. If all of this is acceptable, then the externalist is committed to the claim that

morally virluous people are also motivated to do what they believe to be right only

instrumentally. To summarize, Smith claims that the externalist can explain the

connection between moral judgment and motivation in the moralist (in a situation where

there is a change in fundamental moral values) only by appealing to a desire to do what is

right, which combines with the judgment that it is right for her to G in C, to produce a

desire to G in C. As such, the desire to G in C is instrumental to the desire to do what is

right. Since morally virtuous people are also moralists, they too must desire to G in C

only instrumentally. Smith objects, however, that it is commonly held that morally

25s-ith seems to be appealing to an intuitive understanding of what it is to be "morally
virtuouf'. He fails, at least, to give any definite characterization of this phrase.
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virtuous people are motivated only non-instrumentally. That is, morally virtuous people

desire (say) to be honest, not because they desire to do what is right (and believe that

being honest is right), but simply for the sake of being honest. If so, then it appears that

externalism commits us to a false description of the motivations of morally virtuous

people.

David Brink objects to this argument by noting that there seems to be a way in

which the moralist's desire to G in C can be produced by the belief that G-ing in C is

right and the desire to do what is right, without the desire to G in C being instrumental to

the desire to do what is right.26 Suppose that Sarah is a moralist who desires to promote

fairness. Further, she believes that rightness just ¡s fairness. If so, Brink claims, then her

desire to promote fairness cannot be instrumental to her desire to do what is right. This is

because Sarah's desire for fairness is a "proper part" of her desire to do what is right.z7

The externalist can maintain, in other words, that one's fundamental moral desires (e.g.,

for fairness, justice, honesty, etc.) are produced by a desire to do what is right and the

belief that rightness just is (e.g.) being fair, just, honest, and so on. The externalist,

therefore, does not have to claim that the moralist cares about fairness, justice, honesty

(etc.) only instrumentally.

The plausibility of Brink's argument, of course, depends upon the plausibility of

his suggestion that one desire can be a "proper part" of another. I will now briefly

consider this claim in light of Smith's preferred account of desire. For Smith, a desire is

best thought of as a set of dispositions. Sarah's desire for strawberries, for example,

might consist of the following dispositions: Sarah will buy strawberries when possible;

Sarah will make appropriate comments upon eating strawberries (e.g., '¡rum', 'delicious');

26DavidO. Brink, "Moral Motivation", Ethics 108 (Octob er 1997):29. Sigrun
Svavarsdottir also prodlrces a sirnilar objection in her artiele "Moral Cognitivisrn and

\{otivation", The Philosophical Review Vol. 108, No. 2 (April 1999): 161-219.
¿ / Brink, "Moral Motivation", 29.
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and, Sarah will (other things being equal) reliably choose strawberries over other fruits

when available. Now consider the desires to be honest and to do what is right. The desire

to be honest might reasonably consist of dispositions similar to the following: one will

not withhold true information from another; one will accurately express his thoughts and

feelings to others; one will not attempt to deceive another by knowingly giving him false

information; and, one will relay accurate information even at personal expense. The

desire to do what is right, on the other hand, might contain dispositions such as the

following: one will not cheat others to gain an unfair advantage; one will punish and

reward when appropriate; one will support and assist one's family and friends; one will

fulfill one's promises and obligations (e.g., job or family-related duties); and, one will

refrain from knowingly producing unnecessary harm. Our task now is to consider whether

the desire to be honest might fairly be considered a "proper part" of the desire to do what

is right. The most plausible way to do that seems to be to consider whether the

dispositions constituting the desire to be honest could be regarded as properly

summarized by those forming the desire to do what is right. ln some cases, this appears to

be a reasonable claim. The disposition not to cheat others, for instance, could be regarded

as summarizing,in part, dispositions concerning the disclosure of all accurate relevant

information.

In some cases, however, a simple surnmary is not immediately apparent. Consider

the dispositions to tell the truth (as part of a desire to be honest) and refrain from

producing unnecessary harm (as part of a desire to do what is right). It seems possible that

satisffing the latter might involve violating the former. Telling the truth, for example,

might unnecessarily discourage someone who is sensitive to criticism, whereas a small lie

might encourage them in an important endeavour. It could be maintained that this conflict

shows that the desire to be honest should not be regarded as a proper part of the desire to

do what is right.
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Note, however, that Smith's own preferred view of analysis purports to resolve

these conflicts. Recall that in giving an analysis of (say) what it is to desire to do what is

right, we are attempting to best summanzeleamed platitudes (i.e., expressions of our

dispositions) relating, in part, to honesty. In doing so, however, we are required to

incorporate all of the relevant platitudes while maintaining consistency.

As such, Smith could not appeal to apparent conflicts to undermine Brink's claim.

It looks, therefore, as if Brink is able to make sense of the notion that one desire is

a proper part of another. Further, he can make sense of it in a way which should be

acceptable to Smith. So, Brink's challenge to Smith's argument looks to be on the right

track. The externalist can claim that the moralist's desire to G in C is not instrumental

since the desire to G in C can plausibly be regarded as a proper part of the moralist's

desire to do what is right.

One problematic consequence of Brink's suggestion, however, is that it seems to

lead to an eccentric view of human psychology. Consider that if it is reasonable for one's

fundamental moral values to be regarded as a proper part of the desire to do what is right,

then it seems equally reasonable to construe other desires as a proper part of one's

fundamental moral values. A desire to promote the equal distribution of resources, for

example, might be construed as a proper part of a desire for justice; or, a desire to

contribute to charity might form a proper part of one's desire to promote human welfare.

It seems that we could continue this process indefinitely and, at least in principle, show

that all of one's moral desires are really just a proper part of the desire to do what is right.

One consequence of this is that it looks as if we must abandon the notion of

instrumentality entirely. After all, Brink wanted to claim that certain desires (i.e., one's

fundamental moral values) were not instrumental to another desire (i.e., the desire to do

what is right) because the former were a proper part of the latter. If all moral desires are a

proper part of some more general desire (and, ultimately, aproper part of the desire to do

what is right), then it seems that no moral desire can be regarded as instrumental to
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another. Note also that there seems to be nothing unique about moral desires which

causes this result. If we apply Brink's suggestion that one desire can be a proper part of

another more generally (i.e., to non-moral desires), then the same problem will reoccur

with respect to these desires. ln order to preserve talk of instrumentality, therefore, it

looks as if we must reject Brink's initial claim that one desire can rightly be construed as

a proper part ofanother.

Brink might reply by claiming that there are two kinds of desire here which need

to be distinguished. One kind of desire is such that it is not conceptually possible for it to

be satisfred without satisfying some other particular desire(s). Satisfuing a desire to

achieve world peace, for example, could not occur without satisfuing a desire to eliminate

active warfare. The second kind of desire, however, is such that it ls conceptually possible

for it to be satisfied without satisfying some other particular desire(s). The desire to get to

work, for example, does not require the desire to take the downtown bus, since there is

nothing in the notion of 'getting to work' that involves getting there by bus. Having

distinguished these kinds of desire, Brink can then claim that one desire can be construed

as a proper part of another only if it is not conceptually possible for the latter to be

satisfied without satisfring the former. As such, we only speak properly of one desire

being instrumental to another when it is conceptually possible for the latter to be satisfied

without satisfuing the former. Brink can then maintain that the desire to do what is right is

such that it is not conceptually possible for it to be satisfied without satisfying desires to

be just, honest, to benefit one's family and friends, and the like. These desires, therefore,

are not instrumental to the desire to do what is right but a proper part of it.

Another attempt to undermine Smith's attackon externalism is due to David

Copp.28 Copp's suggestion is that the externalist can explain the reliable connection

2SDavid Copp, "Belief, Reason, and Motivation: Michael Smith's The Moral Problem",
Ethics 108 (Oetober 1997):33-5+.
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between moral judgment and motivation in the moralist by appealing to her belief that

G-ing in C is right along with a (contingent) desire to acquire non-instrumental desires to

do what is right. The combination of the two produce a non-instrumental desire to G in C

in the moralist. Sarah, for example, is a moralist who believes that it is right for her to be

fair. If she also has a desire to acquire non-instrumental desires to do what she believes is

right, then she will acquire a non-instrumental desire to be fair. If so, Copp has accounted

for why Sarah's motivations fall in line with her judgments about what it is right for her

to do without making these motivations instrumental.

Copp's suggestion, however, is simply incoherent. If Sarah acquires a desire (e.g.,

the desire to be fair) in order to fulfill some other desire (e.g., the desire to acquire

non-instrumental desires to do what she believes is right) then, according to our earlier

discussion of what it is for one desire to be instrumental to another, the former is

instrumental to the latter. As such, it is impossible for Sarah to acquire non-instrumental

desires in this way.

On a more sympathetic reading of Copp, it may be that what he is claiming is

simply that the agent's initial desire, though instrumental, will come to be

non-instrumental in time. This may occur, for example, as a matter of habituation, or as a

developing appreciation of the new desire in its own right. This proposal will be

discussed more fully, later in this essay, in connection with a suggestion made by Sigrun

Svavarsdottir.

Smith's argument for motivational internalism, therefore, fails. The extemalist

can claim that her fundamental moral values are a proper part of her desire to do what is

right and, so, not instrumental to her desire to do what is right. Before drawing any final

conclusions, however, there are other possible interpretations of Smith's argument that
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we should consider. In the next section, we will discuss an interpretation offered by Russ

Shafer-Lan dau.29

Vøríatíon One

Remember that Smith is trying to show that there is something wrong with the

externalist's explanation of the truth that there are people (call them 'moralists') such that

if a moralist judges that it is right for her to G in C, then she is motivated to G in C or is

practically irrational. He then suggests that the externalist can only account for this

reliable connection by ascribing to the moralist a desire to do what is right, which, when

combined with the moralist's belief that G-ing in C is right, produces her desire to G in C.

In this version of the argument, Smith would proceed by claiming that the moralist,

therefore, desires to G in C, at least in part, because G-ing in C possesses the property of

being right. Since morally virtuous people are also moralists, then they too must be

motivated to do what they believe to be right, at least in part, because these acts possess

the property of being right. This claim, however, is false. Morally virtuous people are not

so motivated. A morally virtuous individual, for example, is not motivated to be honest

because she believes that honest acts possess the property of being right, but is motivated

to be honest because she cares about (i.e., values) honesty. She may believe that being

honest is right, but this is due to some other feature of these acts (e.g., they maximize

happiness, they would be recommended by an ideal observer, etc.). This is the feature that

makes these acts right in the first place. This feature itself is what motivates the morally

virtuous individual. To paraphrase Smith, if morally virtuous people are moved by the

fact that G-ing in C possesses the property of being right, then they are being moved by a

29R rs Shafer-Landau, "Moral Judgement and Moral Motivation", The Philosophical

Quarterly vol. 48, No. 192 (July 1998): 353-358.
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feature of the act other than that which makes it right in the first place.3O So, externalism

commits us to a false account of the motivation of morally virtuous people.

Shafer-Landau objects by noting that Smith is simply mistaken. Morally virtuous

people are sometimes motivated, at least in part, to do what they believe to be right

because these acts possess the property of being right.3l Strppor", for example, that Sarah

is undergoing a change in her fundamental moral values. She is deliberating whether she

should promote the welfare of all people impartially or whether she should be biased

towards the welfare of her family and friends. Shafer-Landau suggests that, in this

situation (i.e., where there is a change in fundamental moral values), it seems perfectly

morally acceptable, indeed morally virtuous, for Sarah to make her decision based on

considerations of rightness. That is, it is consistent with moral virtue for an agent to

decide to adopt a fundamental moral value on the grounds that such a value is right (i.e.,

possesses the property of being right).

While Shafer-Landau does seem to have apoint, in that Sarah does not seem to

me to be lacking in moral virtue simply because her choice is predicated on choosing the

value that is right, I believe that Smith has a response. Smith needs only to claim here that

if Sarah had made her decision based not on whether one of the choices was right, but on

whether one of the choices possessed that feature which she believes constitutes

rightness, then she would have been more morally virtuous. ln other words, Smith does

not have to deny that Sarah seems virtuous in our example, but only claim that she would

seem even more virtuous had she made the choice on the ground that one option

possessed the feature which itself constitutes rightness. Smith could then claim that since

externalists are committed to a view of moral motivation which is inconsistent with the

possession of fulI moral virtue, extemalism must be a false or inadequate theory. In order

10S-ith, "In Defens e of The Moral Problem", ll4.
3 l shafer-Landau, "Moral Judgement and Moral Motivatiod',356-357 .
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to test whether this suggestion is plausible, however, let us consider another example. In

this case, assurne that Sarah is deciding between the same two options as above (i.e.,

whether she should be biased towards the welfare of family and friends). In addition,

suppose that she believes that rightness just is the maximization of happiness. In other

words, right acts are those which possess the feature of maximizing happiness. Smith's

claim would then be that we would regard Sarah as more morally virtuous if she were to

choose one option on the basis that it maximizes happiness rather than simply because it

was right.

If Sarah's deliberations were to include the speculation that 'option a maximizes

happiness--so, option a is right--so, I will pick option a', then I do not see a significant

moral difference between Sarah's choice and the choice of someone who speculated that

'option amaximizes happiness--so, I will choose option a'. If, however, Smith means to

draw our attention to the difference between someone whose moral decisions depend

upon the speculation that 'option amaximizes happiness--so, I choose option a' and

someone whose choices depend upon the speculation that 'option a is right--so, I choose

option a', then there does seem to be an important difference. I am not sure, however, that

the difference is one that is significant to whether an individual is morally virtuous or not.

In the case of someone who moves directly from the claim that 'x is right' to adopting a

desire to do x, it seems that she could be deceived into believing that x is right, and, so,

into desiring x in contradiction of her own view of rightness. Someone who always

checks her claims about rightness in terms of the very feature that she thinks is right,

however, does not seem as susceptible to this sort of deception. While I think this is true,

my concern is whether such a difference is relevant to moral virtue. Whether one could be

deceived in this way might be relevant to epistemic virrue, but only if one were to regard

epistemic virlue as relevant to moral virtue could we conclude that such a difference is

indicative of a difference in degree of moral virtue.
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Consider, however, that someone who is (say) closed-minded, or content with

unexamined shallow views, does seem less morally virtuous than one who is

open-minded and reflective. So, Smith might plausibly respond that epistemic virtue ¿s

relevant to moral virtue. As such, he can deny Shafer-Landau's claim and maintain that

someone who adopts a fundamental moral value simply because it possesses the properly

of being right is less morally virtuous than one who adopts a fundamental moral value

because it possesses the very property which she believe constitutes rightness.

Now consider another objection to Smith which adopts a similar strategy. Suppose

that a moralist is undergoing a wholesale change in her notion of what is morally right.

Suppose, for example, that Sarah has abandoned the belief that right acts are those that

would be agreed to by all interested parties, and has come to believe that what makes acts

right is whether or not they maximize happiness. ln other words, Sarah has come to

believe that rightness just is the maximization of happiness. It seems that Sarah would be

considered no less virtuous for making this decision on grounds of rightness (i.e., by

choosing the option which she thought possessed the propefry of being tighÐ. After all,

what else could she appeal to in determining what is morally right? If so, then we seem to

have shown that appeals to rightness are consistent with claims to moral virtue (at least in

the case of wholesale changes in one's notion of rightness).

One way for Smith to respond to this objection is simply to claim that he was only

trying to show that appeals to rightness at the level offundamental moral values are

inconsistent with claims to moral virh¡e. He might still allow that appeals to rightness at

the level of what is rightness itself are acceptable. A problem with this response,

however, is that it is hard to see why appeals to rightness at the latter level are acceptable

while appeals to rightness at the former level are not. Smith might try to draw this

distinction by noting that it is impossible to appeal to rightness to ground rightness itself.

In other words, one cannot appeal to the mere fact that something possesses the property

of being right to ground an account of what constitutes rightness. ln contrast, however,
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oîe can appeal to the mere fact that something possesses the properly of being right to

ground one's fundamental moral values. Suppose, for instance, that Sarah believes a

trusted friend who tells her that giving to charity is right. If so, it seems that Sarah may

come to believe that giving to charity is right (i.e., has the property of being righÐ without

appealing to any of her beliefs about what rightness is. This distinction is important in

that it allows Smith to claim that what is objectionable about appeals to rightness at the

Ievel of fundamental moral values is that they may be empty. That is, one may be

appealing merely to the fact that some value has the property of being right as opposed to

facts concerning what constitutes rightness itself.

A third objection to this version of Smith's argument is also due to

Shafer-Lan duu.32In this objection, he claims that the externalist need not explain the fact

that moral judgment and motivation are reliably correlated in the moralist in terms of a

desire to do what is right. Specifically, the externalist can explain the reliable connection

in the moralist by claiming that the moralist's belief that G-ing in C is right hooks up with

other pre-existing desires. Shafer-Landau suggests, for instance, that desires to promote

one's self-interest, be kind, help one's family, support just institutions, avoid harming

others, and so on, can satisfactorily explain why our motivations fall in line with our

moral judgments.33 Srrppor. that Sarah comes to believe that it is right for her to give a

percentage of her income to charity. It seems that we can plausibly explain her desire to

give to charity by appealing to a pre-existing desire to help others (or promote equality, or

maximize happiness). This may require the presence of an additional belief, such as

'giving to charity helps others' (or promotes equality, etc.), but it does not require us to

appeal to a desire to do what is right.

32Rus Shafer-Landau, "A Defense of Motivational Extemalism", Philosophical Studies

27Q),267-2e1.rrlbid., 285.
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Smith could respond, however, that Sarah's belief that it is right for her to give to

charity now plays no part in the offered explanation. Consider that an account which

appealed only to Sarah's belief that giving to charity helps others and her desire to help

others would be fully satisfactory for explaining her desire to give to charity. That is,

Sarah's judgment concerning the moral status of giving to charity plays no part in the

explanation offered. Since our goal here is to explain the relationship between moral

judgments and motivation, the proposed explanation can hardly be acceptable.

Smith has succeeded, therefore, in showing that motivational extemalism is

committed to a false description of the motivations of morally virtuous people.

Consequently, we have reason to believe in the truth of motivational internalism. In the

next section, we will consider one last variation on Smith's basic argument. This last

interpretation is due to Sigrun Svavarsdottir.34

Vøriøtion Two

Once again the argument starts with Smith's claim that the externalist must explain the

reliable connection between moral judgment and moral motivation in the moralist by

ascribing to the moralist a desire to do what is right. As in the previous version of the

argument, we are then to conclude that the moralist desires to G in C, at least in part,

because G-ing in C possesses the property of being right. Since morally virtuous people

are also moralists, they too must desire to do what they believe right because these acts

possess the property of being right. At this point, however, Svavarsdottir deviates from

Shafer-Landau's interpretation and suggests that the reason Smith objects to this motive

is because it is incompatible with having a proper commitment to doing what one

believes is right. ln other words, desiring to be honest because it is right is not the sort of

34suuu-sdottir, "Moral Cognitivism and Moral Motivation -, I 6l -21g.
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cornmitment that we think is indicative of the commitment that a morally virtuous person

would have towards being honest. So, externalism once again improperly describes the

motivations of morally virtuous people.

Svavarsdottir responds to this argument by proposing that it seems consistent with

claims to moral virtue that an agent could come to acquire the right sort of

commitment.35 For the sake of argUment, let us suppose that the proper sort of

commitment is one that involves an emotional response on the part of the agent.36 ln

other words, a morally virtuous person has the appropriate emotional responses to her

fundamental moral values. Svavarsdottir's suggestion is that at the time of a change in

one's fundamental moral values, the agent may indeed lack this emotion and acquire a

desire (say) to be honest only because she believes that honesty is right. Svavarsdottir

proposes, however, that this is not a sign that one is lacking in moral virtr¡e. Consider an

example. Sarah has undergone a change in her fundamental moral values and now

believes that it is right for her to promote justice even at the expense of special benefits to

her family and friends. As a result, she also desires to promote justice impartially. Now,

initially, it seems that Sarah might not be all that emotionally committed to this goal. She

might still feel inclined to help her family. Only over time would Sarah come to discard

her previous emotional reactions and develop new ones in line with her new beliefs.

Svavarsdottir suggests, ptausibly I think, that Sarah is neither unusual nor morally flawed

because of this.37If so, Smith is simply being too strict in requiring that we immediately

have the appropriate commitment to our new values in a change situation.

35rui¿.. 205-206.
3lVote that neither Smith nor Svavarsdottir rnake this olaim. I have added it simply to

gi-ve the reader an idea of how the proper commitmentmight be construed.
J /Svavarsdottir does admit, however, that if one could not acquire the proper

commitment in a reasonable amount of time, then we might be justified in claiming that

the agent was morally (or psychologically) flawed. Svavarsdottir, "Moral Cognitivism
and Motivation",205.
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Smith might want to respond that an agent is more virfuous to the extent that she

can reduce the time needed to develop the proper connection, but this claim only seems

defensible within the context of a specific proposal concerning what actually constitutes

an appropriate commitment--a proposal that Smith has not offered. With respect to our

suggestion that appropriate emotion is what constitutes such a commitment, however, I

think we can at least say that it is not obvious that the quicker an agent develops the

appropriate emotion, the more virtuous we would tend to regard her. It may take time, for

example, to develop an emotional response of suffrcient depth or intensity.

As such, this last interpretation also fails to undermine motivational externalism.

W'e have seen, however, that Smith's argument for motivational extemalism, while

failing on two interpretations, does succeed when we construe him as claiming that

externalism is committed to the false view that morally virfuous individuals are motivated

to do what they believe is right merely because these acts possess the property of being

right.

Section 5. Conclusion

There are three main conclusions to be drawn from our discussion. The first is that Smith

has adequately shown that platitudinal analysis of ethical concepts is, at least, a viable

contender to more traditional forms of analysis. He has not, however, effectively

eliminated all rivals. Non-naturalism and metaphysical naturalism are traditional forms of

descriptivism which remain feasible alternatives. In addition, Smith has not shown that

non-reductive platitudinal anaþses are in any way preferable to explicitly reductive

platitudinal analyses. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we have seen that Smith's

argument for motivational internalism is successful when we interpret him as claiming

that motivational externalism is committed to the false view that morally virtuous
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individuals are motivated to do what they believe is right merely because these acts

possess the property of being right.
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